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論 文 内 容 要 旨
 Acoustic sounds generated by collision of two vortex rings and collision of a vortex ring with an infinite plane 
wall are investigated by using direct numerical simulation (DNS). The main purpose is to clarify the characteristic 
features of the farfield sound pressure and mechanisms of sound generation i  both cases. We investigate the 
effects of collision angle on the near and farfields for  collision of two vortex rings, and the effects of the no-slip 
boundary condition at the wall surface for vortex ring collision with a wall. Aeroacoustic analogy that relates the 
far-field sound pressure to the  near-field flow quantities is also introduced. Then, by using the  analogy, we discuss 
the relation between the near-field vortical phenomenon and the far-field sound pressure it generates. These 
investigations hould increase our understanding of the sound generation due to three-dimensional vortical 
structures and  influences of the presence of the wall surface on the sound production. 
 First, the method of DNS for three-dimensional flow field is introduced, and its reliability is verified by 
comparing with previous works. In the present simulation, the three-dimensional, unsteady, compressible 
 Navier-Stokes equations are  directly solved by a finite difference method, not only for a near-vortical flow field but 
also for a far-acoustic field. An  eighth-order-accurate compact  Pade scheme is used for spatial derivatives, together 
with the  forth-order-accurate Runge-Kutta scheme for time integration. Further, a  sixth-order-accurate compact 
 Pade filter is also incorporated for the purpose of removing high-frequency errors. Non-reflectingboundary 
conditions are adopted at the outer boundaries in order that wave reflections from computational boundaries are 
removed. A non-uniform rectangular grid system is applied. The reliability of the grid system has been examined 
by a number of refinement tests. The far-field sound pressure for head-on collision of two vortex rings obtained by 
the present simulation is compared to axisymmetric DNS results. Both simulations have been carried out for the
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same flow conditions (such as Reynolds number, Mach number, and initial vorticity distribution of the vortex 
rings). The two results are in a good agreement. Comparison is also made between the acoustic wave modes for 
oblique collision at a right angle obtained by the present simulation and those by experiment. Although both the 
Mach number and Reynolds number are different, he two results show a good qualitative agreement. From these 
results, the reliability of the present numerical method is confirmed for collision of two vortex rings. 
 We have applied the DNS to the acoustic sound from collision of two vortex rings for several collision angles from 
the head-on collision to the oblique collision at a right angle, and have investigated the effects of the collision angle 
on both the  near-vortical and  far-acoustic fields. For  collision of two vortex rings, the vortex rings approach at their 
respective  self-induced velocities and then collide with each other. The vortex rings stretch and their radii increase. 
For the oblique collision, reconnection of vortex lines occurs between the two vortex rings during the collision 
process. The reconnection more rapidly occurs for a smaller collision angle, and then the two vortex rings 
reconnect to form a single distorted ring; the so-called first reconnection occurs. Such transformation i to a single 
ring is not observed at a large collision angle. As for the acoustic field associated with the collision, two pressure 
waves (namely the first and second pulses) are generated. These pressure waves propagate  radially at the speed of 
sound and decay in inverse proportion to the distance from the origin, in  accordance with the theoretical prediction. 
The generated sound features are examined by decomposition f the far-field sound pressure into the acoustic 
wave modes. For collision of two vortex rings, the quadrupole ispredominant in the acoustic mode, irrespective of 
the collision angle, but the three-dimensional directivity of wave propagation is different for  different collision 
angles. The quadrupole can be expressed by the first and second  quadrupole modes; the first quadrupole is 
axisymmetric with respect o the axis directed perpendicular to the collision plane, and the second quadrupole 
exhibits the anisotropy in the collision plane. For the head-on collision, the quadrupole is expressed only by the 
first quadrupole, whereas for the oblique collision at a small collision angle, the amplitude of the second 
quadrupole becomes larger than that of the first quadrupole, indicating that the anisotropy of the sound pressure 
in the collision plane becomes large. For a small collision angle, the second octupole mode having asymmetric 
feature is also observed. 
 For collision of two vortex rings, the theory of vortex sound has also been applied to investigate the detailed 
relation between the vortex ring motion and the acoustic wave mode. It has been  contained that the theory of 
 vortex sound predicts the detail of the pulses in the far-field well
, by comparison with the results directly 
measured in the far-field. In this theory, the quadrupole in the far-field is related to the second-order moment of 
the  vorticity in the  near-field. The theoretical investigation shows that, for the head-on collision, the sound 
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generation is closely related to the change of direction of the vortex-core motion, which is associated with the 
stretching motion of the vortex rings induced by their mutual interaction. For the oblique collision, in addition to 
such generation mechanisms, the reconnection of vortex lines also affects the second pulse generation. The 
reconnection more rapidly occurs for a smaller collision angle, and therefore its contribution to the second  pulse 
becomes larger. In fact, for the oblique collision at a right angle, the second pulse generation due to the  vortex 
reconnection can be seen by analyzing both the  near and  far-fields. In this case, the reconnection f vortex lines is 
significant, and then the two vortex rings reconnect to form a single distorted ring. The pressure distribution 
around the vortex rings significantly varies during the collision process; a new rarefaction region appears and 
grows where the vortex lines reconnect between the two vortex rings, while compression regions grow behind and 
ahead of the deformed single ring. From these regions the second pulse is generated and propagates to the  far-field. 
The theoretical investigation also shows that, at a small collision angle, the reconnection f vortex lines leads to 
rapid variation of the  vorticity, which enhances the asymmetric feature of the second pulse exhibited by the second 
octupole mode. 
 We have also applied the DNS to the acoustic sound  from  collision of a vortex ring with a wall for several 
collision angles. Free-slip and no-slip conditions are considered atthe wall surface. The collision with a free-slip 
wall is equivalent to the  collision of two vortex rings mentioned above. By comparing the free-slip and no-slip 
problems, we have clarified the effects of the no-slip boundary condition at the wall surface on the near- and far-
fields. In addition, we have derived a new expression for the far-field  sound pressure based on the theory of vortex 
 sound, and its reliability has been confirmed by comparing with the results directly measured inthe far-field. 
 For normal collision with a no-slip wall, a secondary vorticity layer appears on the wall surface. The secondary 
vorticity layer has vorticity of the opposite sign to that of the primary vortex ring, and is produced by the no-slip 
condition and a radially-outward velocity induced by the primary vortex ring. The secondary vorticity layer grows 
as the primary vortex ring approaches the wall, and then forms secondary and tertiary vortex rings. The mutual 
interaction between the primary and secondary/tertiary vortex rings acts to slow the stretching motion of the 
primary ring and induces a rebounding motion of the primary ring. On the other hand, for normal collision with a 
free-slip wall (which is equivalent to the head-on collision of two vortex rings), the vortex ring stretches along the 
free-slip wall, and the secondary vorticity layer as well as the rebounding motion is not observed. The number of 
generation of the sound pulses for the no-slip case is greater than that of the free-slip case. However, directivity of 
wave propagation is similar to each other; sound pressure waves have a quadrupolar nature in both  cases. The 
 theoretical investigation shows that, for the no-slip case, the sound generation isclosely related to the variations of
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 voracity moment associated with the rebounding motion of the  primary vortex ring. The rebounding motion 
increases the number of generation of the sound pulses for the no-slip case. In fact, the sound generation due to the 
 rebounding motion can be seen by analyzing both the near- and  far-fields. 
 On the other hand, for oblique collision with a no-slip wall at a small  collision angle, the secondary  vorticity layer 
 is produced on the wall surface, and unlike the normal collision cut-and-reconnection of vortex lines occurs 
between the primary vortex  ring and the secondary vorticity layer. The secondary vortical structure consists of 
helical  vortex lines. The  near-field flow structure is compared to experiment for oblique  collision with a no-slip  wall 
at a small collision angle. The obtained numerical results show a good agreement with the experimental results. 
In the far-field sound pressure associated with the collision, the quadrupole is predominant, irrespective of the 
collision angle. The quadrupole isexpressed by the first and second quadrupole modes. According to the theoretical 
expression, the first quadrupole is  related to the horizontal component of the  vorticity with respect o the wall 
surface, and the second quadrupole isrelated to the normal component of the  voracity. For oblique  collision with a 
 no-slip wall at a small collision  angle, the amplitude of the second  quadrupole is substantial and larger than that 
of the first  quadrupole, indicating that the normal component ofthe vorticity becomes an important sound source. 
For a small collision angle, the variations of  vorticity moment associated with the formation of helical vortex lines 
affect the quadrupole mission. For the oblique  collision with a no-slip wall, in addition to the substantial 
quadrupole mode, large amplitudes of the dipole and octupole modes are also observed. The dipole is not observed 
in the collision with a free-slip wall (which is equivalent to the oblique collision of two vortex rings); the sound 
pressure has a dipolar nature by the no-slip condition at the wall surface. In the new pressure xpression proposed, 
the dipole consists of two terms; one is related to the wall shear stress and the other expresses the contribution 
from the velocity distribution. In the two terms, the force term is more important for a small collision angle, 
whereas the velocity term is more important for a large collision angle. Although the velocity term was neglected 
in the previous expression, both two terms are important for a reliable prediction of the dipole emission. As for the 
 octupole in the far-field, both the first and second octupole modes are observed. The first octupole is related to the 
asymmetric d stribution of the horizontal component ofthe vorticity and has a large amplitude at a large collision 
angle,  whereas the second octupole is related to the normal component and becomes large for a small collision 
angle.
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論文審査結果の要旨
渦同士の相互干渉や渦 と個体壁の干渉に伴 う渦運動は・流体音の発生において重要な役割を持つ。そ
のため・渦 の挙動と音波発生の関係 を解明す ることは,流 体音の基本的な性質を理解するために極めて
重要である。本研究では,3次 元圧縮性ナ ビエ ・ス トー クス方程式の直接数値計算(DNS)により,2っ
の渦輪の衝突により発生する音波及び渦輪 と壁の衝突により発生する音波を捉え,ま た音響アナロジ_
を用いた解析によ り・渦運動 と音波発生の関係や壁面が音場 に与える影響などを明 らか にしている。本
論文は,これ らの研究成果をま とめた ものであ り,全編5章 か らなる。
第1章 は諸論であり,本研究の背景,目 的および構成を述べている。
第2章 では,流 体音を数値的に捉えるために,高 次精度(空間8次 精度,時 間4次 精度〉の差分スキー
ムを用いた数値解析システムを構築 している。2つ の渦輪の衝突の場合について発生す る音波が実験結
果 と良 く一致す ることを示 し,本計算によって流体音 を精度良 く捉 えられることを確認 している。これ
は構築 された数値解析 システムを流体音発生メカニズムの解 明に応用する上で重要 な成果である。
第3章 では,2つ の渦輪の衝突問題 について,衝 突角が流れ場 と音場に与える影響を明 らかにしてい
る。2つ の渦輪の正面衝突では,渦 輪 のス トレッチングに伴って四重極性の音波が発生する。 一方,衝
突角の小 さい斜め衝突では,渦 の切 り繋 ぎ現象が重要な音源 となり,発生する音は四重極性に加えて八
重極性 を持つ ことを明らかにしている。 これは,非 常に重要な知見である。
第4章 では,渦輪 と壁の衝突問題 について,壁 面上の滑 りな し条件が流れ場 と音場に与える影響を明
らかにしている。渦輪 と滑 りな し壁面の衝突では,渦 層が壁面上に形成 され,二 次渦の巻き上げを伴 う
リバウン ドが生 じるが,そ の リバ ウン ドによって四重極性の音波が発生することを明 らかに している。
一方,斜 め衝突では,壁面上の滑 りな し条件によって発生する音が強い二重極性を持つことを捉え,さ
らにその原因を音響アナロジーに基づいて説明 している。これは,非 常に有益な成果である。 さらに従
来の流体音の理論予測式では音波の二重極成分が正 しく予測 されないことを示 し,それを良く予測でき
る理論予測式を新 たに導出 している。 これは,応 用上重要な成果である。
第5章 は結論である。
以上要す るに本論文は,渦 の切 り繋ぎや リバウン ドといった基本的で重要な渦現象 による音の発生メ
カニズムや,壁 面が音場に与える影響を数値的研究によ り明 らかにしたものであ り,機械 システムデザ
イン工学,流 体工学お よび計算空力音響学の発展に寄与す るところが少なくない。
よって,本 論文は博士(工学)の学位論文 として合格 と認 める。
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